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Components of 
Transcension

(ability doctrines)
Evitability

doctrine that transcension is neither 
guaranteed to occur nor complete.

Probability
doctrine that transcension is 
probable by way of scope.

Starfall

Incontrovertibility
doctrine that transcension is 

exempt from denial or dispute.

Surosia
(a ritual of recommitment in the Afierum 

is necessary for the regular 
recommissioning of the analiptic mission)

Promulgation
(spreading the transcension with 

a heart and mind refilled with 
scope, astronality and afflation)

Controversion
(distractions of the world lead 
to aversion, procrastination, 
and controversive thinking 
against transcension which 
serve to continue human 

limitation)

Suronisation
(progressing the transcension by 
the gradual suppression of the 

limited parts of the self)

The Surosian 
Rhythm

Unfalsifiability
doctrine that transcension is 
unable to be proven false.

Pleasurability
doctrine that enduring transcension 

should be taken as the highest pleasure.

Irrefutability of 
transcension

Superability
doctrine that transcension can 

be brought to completion.

Vulnerability of 
transcension

Corruptibility of 
transcension Mutability

doctrine that aspects of transcension 
are subject to change.

by divine intervenience, the 
performance of the Surosia initiates 
the re-bestowal of the conferments 

scope, afflation and astronality.

Knowability
doctrine that transcension is 
unable to be proven false.

Manoeuvrability
doctrine that transcension can 

progress as well as regress.

Reversibility of 
transcension

Indispensability
doctrine that transcension is 

necessary to salvation.

Exorability
doctrine that transcension 

can be discontinued.

Ineffability
doctrine that transcension cannot be 
sufficiently described by words alone.

Practicability
doctrine that the endeavour of 

transcension is viable.

Incommutability
doctrine that transcension cannot be 

exchanged for another salvific process.

Opinability
doctrine that scope exclusively allows 

transcension to be thought of.

Suronability
doctrine that sapient beings are 

accountable for their contributions 
to transcension or lack thereof.

Observability
doctrine that transcension and its 

effects are readily discernible.

TELLURIA

OVERW
ORLD

Scope of humanity
Astranthropy

Surosia

Aporosis

Ingression

Eleutia

Extrosis

Astroneira
a person’s first 

experience of astronality.

Astrosis
mystical union with The 

Cosmos during one’s lifetime.

transmigration of the soul, encapsulating 
consciousness, to the stars.

Stellancy
the mastery of one’s 

experience of astronality.

Twilightide
the rebirth of humanity according 

to the siderine vision.

human transition to sapience from 
sentience by divine preferment.

the tendency instilled in human 
beings to avert transcension as a 

result of our limitedness.

Controversion

entry of the soul into 
the Overworld.

freedom from earthly 
worries and limitations

humanity’s 

physic
al 

emancipatio
n 

fro
m Earth

.

astral bliss by exposure 
to cosmic mysteries.

the manipulation of 
scope to effectuate 

transcension through 
absorption into the 

cosmic, material 
world. 

the nihility subsequent to the cosmic 
cessation of one’s soul and consciousness.

an eschatological 
vision of an interstellar 
human future with the 

completion of 
transcension on its 

horizon as an 
approximation of the 

Supernia, the 
Astronist utopia.

final extinction of the human species 
and the end of scope.

Recommitment

Rescopement

Recommission

the embargo of all cosmised 
souls and consciousness in the 

Overworld until transcension has 
come to completion.

Apagoration

Transcosmisation
Grand 
World

Aso
m

at
io

n

upon first experience of astronality, one’s 
personal entrance into the Siderinium occurs; 
this is humanity’s covenant with The Divine to 
bring to fruition the transcensional endeavour.

SIDERINE ECONOMY

Fulfilment of the 
Siderine vision

Cosmic 
limitation

Suffering

Evil

Death EarthboundNescience

Sufferance

Stellancy is living out the principles of 
transcension in one’s personal life and 

sharing analiptic values with one another, 
so much so that one’s experience of 

astronality is enriched and heightened.

the end of the physical human life 
and the beginning of the purely 

metaphysical existence through the 
soul and consciousness.

The Surosian Rhythm describes the innate human tendency to be led 
away from transcension and the need for the regular its re-

establishment through the ritual of the Surosia which literally produces 
new scope through a process of aponomisation.

Time

Universal 
unlimitation

Intendence Infinite 
consciousnessMortality

Decay

Disease Degradation

Divinosis

Limitedness

Aversion to transcension

Astrosis

the final elimination of the 
limited soul which 

consciousness, with potential 
for infinitude, leaves behind.

all cosmised souls are embargoed (detained) 
in the Overworld until the transcension of 

their species has been completed due to the 
doctrine of specific salvation; this is except 

when omnisation has occurred and the 
human species enters into the Siderinium of 

another species in which the release of 
embargoed human souls shall depend on 

the transcosmisation of the species to which 
humanity has omnised.

Embargo theory

the state of nothingness is not a punishment but is 
instead a natural consequence of the cessation of 
the existence of an object or person; subjects of 

telluria have no awareness of their nihility.

Cosmosis

by the fact of birth, every human being is endowed 
with scope for their transcension; their realisation of 
this conferment and the other analiptic conferments 

like astronality and afflation come later.

at the Institution of the 
Transcension, Cometan 
entered into a covenant 
with The Divine called 

the Siderinium; this is an 
agreement that Cometan 

committed to, that 
Astronists would lead the 
transcension of humanity. 

Sidereancy

the doctrine of surety builds 
upon embargo theory by 

maintaining that undertaking 
transcension means both taking 

on the responsibility of 
humanity’s physical 

transcension as well as the 
cosmised souls of the deceased 

members of the species.

The Degradation is not 
only the gradual 
separation from 

transcension but is 
also the intensification 

of humanity’s 
limitedness.

Terarch
the sudden apocalyptic 
extinction of the human 
species by some natural 

disaster, regarded as a major 
threat to humanity’s 

transcension principally due to 
the species continuing to be 

earthbound.

Siderinium
infinitisation

apeirum ultimatisation

apeiration

Also referred to as the 
doctrine of asomatism.

suronality is the collection of values set forth 
in Astronism (Astronist axiology) that stand 

in accordance with the code of ethics of 
transcension; the basis of suronal morality is 

the determination of what actions will 
progress transcension and what actions will 
regress it; any behaviour that limits the self 

or others is hence considered immoral.

Suronality

doctrines concerning 
matters of the soul and 

consciousness after 
cosmisation (death) 

but before the 
cessation of The 
Cosmos or the 
completion of 
transcension.

Astropareschatology

The Astrodoxy is introducing a number 
of new sub-discipline branches of 

analipsology including phthartology 
(transcension and death), synepology 

(aftermath of transcension), epeitology 
(condition of transcensia), stochology 
(benefits and aim of transcension) and 
diosology (rationale for transcension) 

among many others.

New disciplines

divinity is what all creation subsists 
within and proliferates from while 
also divinity exists independently 
from its limited creations; divinity 

intervenes in its cosmoses but does 
not interact or manifest except in its 
bestowal of scope for the purpose 
of uniting to it its preferred sapient 

beings at the end of time.

Divinity
siderinity is the property that allows 

sapient beings to escape their 
limited natures by ascending 

through the astronomical world and 
to the unlimitation of divinity 

beyond; siderinity is the state, fact 
and quality of being with scope and 

thus being on the journey to 
divinosis by way of transcension.

Siderinity

Fear

Pain

Urasteria
a prophesied 

astronomical event to be 
witnessed by humanity 
as the harbinger of the 

Grand World.

Nepheloma
a prophesied 

astronomical event to be 
witnessed by humanity 

as the omen of the 
Degradation.

once a soul has been 
ingressed into the 

Overworld, its final fate is 
then placed under the 
surety of the species to 
which it belongs, then 

dependent on their 
completion of transcension; 
this embargo highlights the 

importance of the 
invocation of the cosmised, 
a single session of which is 

called an admissional.

when a person 
experiences their 

astroneira, they enter into 
this same covenant with 
divinity in which they are 
committed to actualising 
their own astrosis as well 

as progressing the 
transcension of 

humankind.

the Siderinium is what siderinically links humanity to 
divinity; the completion of transcension shall bring to 

fruition the Siderine Covenant.

the Ultimation is the infinite existence of the consciousness in The Universe, 
then being at one with The Divine and then having achieved true salvation.  
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the Degradation is the gradual decline of scope and the siderine 

condition of the human species caused by persistent aversion to the 

transcensional endeavour, eventually to result in the Starfall.
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